
 

English - Week beginning: 19.10.20 

Teacher: Mrs. Morton/Mrs. Storey    Year 2 
 Main Teaching Activities 

Day Today we are learning 

to…  

Teaching Activities & Key Questions 

Mon 

 

 

  

Research information 

about nocturnal animals.  

 

Other classroom 

activities: children will 

experience and make 

Halloween decorations 

for home corner 

Discuss with your child what they already know about nocturnal animals and note down what they share. Open and read 

the slides on PowerPoint ‘nocturnal animals’. There are extra notes to explain each slide in more detail. Please follow.  

Challenge! 

Activity one – create a dark space for your child to experience.  In class, this will take place outdoors and children will 

make their way through a dark tunnel picking up ‘worms’ and ‘mice’ depending on if they are in the hedgehog or owl 

team.  

Activity two – Play sounds 1-10. Ask your child to look at the pictures of the animals on ‘animal noise sheet’ and number 

each sound by which animal they think is making the noise. Open ‘animal answer sheet’ to reveal the answers once your 

child has listened to all ten sounds. 

Activity three – children will have up to five feely bags to feel inside (without looking!) and guess which nocturnal 

animals they could be representing. For example, in the hedgehog bag, there could be something spiky inside such as a 

scrubbing brush. Encourage your child to describe what they can feel and make notes on post-it notes or similar.  

Ask your child what they now know about nocturnal animals and add to the notes you made at the beginning of the 

session.  

Tue Order instructions. 

 

Other classroom 

activities: owl paper 

plates masks 

Show your child the pictures from making the hedgehog/owl house (if at home, open ‘animal house pictures’ document). 

Ask your child to orally retell how they made the animal home encouraging them to use ordinal language e.g. first, 

second etc. Encourage your child to use correct terminology e.g. wood, bow saw, hammer etc.  

Challenge! 

Glue pictures in the correct order into books. Add numbers and imperative verb (bossy word) to go with each picture 

e.g. cut, nail, glue etc.  

 

Wed Make a list.  

 

Other classroom 

activities: bird feeders 

(outside),  

Open ‘tool pictures’ and show your child. Ask your child to select which eight tools and materials they used to make the 

owl/hedgehog house. Take care – there are some silly ones in there too! Write ‘You will need:’ on some paper or a whiteboard and 

once your child has selected their tools and materials, ask your child to arrange the pictures in an order of their choice after the 

list introduction. Between each tools/material they will need to place a comma (cut outs on the same document) and place ‘and’ 

between the last two items. Ask them to read their list back to you ensuring they say the whole statement e.g. You will need: a 

hammer, wood, gloves, a workbench, a hand-drill, some nails, a tape measure and a bow saw.  



 Challenge! 

Encourage your child to use the pictorial list they have made to write as a list in words. They will need a comma between each item 

and use ‘and’ for the last two items in their list.  

Thu 

 

Write instructions.  

 

Other classroom 

activities:  

Open ‘animal house pictures’ and show children pictures of them making the hedgehog or owl house. Model writing the first two 

instructions ensuring they are numbered and imperative verbs (bossy words) are used to begin each sentence e.g. 1. Measure the 

wood. 2. Nails the pieces of wood together. Etc. 

Challenge!  

Encourage your child to write a numbered instruction to match each picture. Depending on the level of their writing 

confidence, will depend on how much support they will require from you for their writing.  

Ask your child to read each instruction ensuring they point to each word as it is read aloud.  

Fri 

 
NO ENGLISH LEARNING ON FRIDAY. PLEASE COMPLETE COMPUTING, P.E AND SCIENCE LEARNING.  

 
 


